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Abstract

A new instantaneous phasor method for obtaining instantaneous balanced fundamental components is introduced. An example is presented. This technique may be used for active power quality control and for continuous diagnostics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Poor power quality not only causes additional energy losses, it may also cause detrimental interruptions to business and manufacturing operations. The growing popularity of electronic equipment, such as computers, televisions, electronic ballasts, solid-state motor controllers, and electronically controlled industry loads pollutes the power quality [1]. In 1995, EPRI reported [2] that the revenue losses due to poor power quality to U.S. business alone were $400 billion per year.

Poor power quality is caused by unbalanced voltage, under voltage, over voltage, voltage sag, flicker, spike, notch, harmonics, electromagnetic interference, power outage, etc. Power quality requirements are specified in many standards, such as NEMA MG-1 and IEEE-519. For example, the first standard mentioned specifies that voltage unbalance at the motor terminals should not exceed 1% and the second standard specifies that the total harmonic voltage distortion (THD) at the point of common coupling (PCC) should not exceed 5% for 69 kV and below. However, in practice the actual voltage unbalance and harmonics at the power customer's site can far exceed the specified requirements. Often the pollution to the power supply is generated by the load.

The classical power, voltage, and current quality data, such as the reactive power and the root mean square (rms) current and voltage, are quantities evaluated over a period of fundamental cycle. The advent of switching power components, such as the insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT), offers advantages for building active power quality improvement devices. The instantaneous power, current, and voltage quality data are essential for control of active power electronic filters and devices.

The term "fundamental" inherently relates to periodic quantities. Therefore, the instantaneous fundamental components correspond to the immediate history of the fundamental components of the past cycle with the adjustment of the present data points. The magnitude and the additional synchronization for severely polluted cases are constantly adjusted.

Initiated by Akagi, Kanazawa, and Nabae there is a wealth of recent studies on the instantaneous values of reactive power, active current, and reactive current [3-9] that can be used to reduce the reactive component required from the power supply. Willems [6] and Peng et al. [9] further interpreted and developed Akagi-Nabae's power component concept. The instantaneous power is projected to the three phase voltages to obtain instantaneous active current components. The reactive components of currents can be compensated by power electronics devices even without energy storage [3]. However, if the voltages are unbalanced and contain harmonics, the currents obtained from the power projected onto the voltages would also be influenced by the voltage unbalance and harmonics. One potential application of the instantaneous phasor method is that if the average power can be projected to the fundamental-frequency, balanced voltage components of the supply, the current would contain less harmonics and
unbalance. A limited energy storage may be required to take care of the power fluctuation caused by the unwanted components. In order to do so, the instantaneous fundamental components must be known. Another potential application of this new technology may be in the continuous instantaneous diagnostics area, such as the air-gap-torque technology for monitoring efficiency and defects [10–12] of motors.

The immediate history of fundamental balanced components of three-phase voltages or currents that have an equivalent value of three-phase quantities averaged in an rms manner can be obtained by four steps: (1) conducting fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the past-cycle waveforms for each phase individually, (2) shifting phase b and c by 120 and 240 degrees, respectively, in forward and backward directions to find their symmetrical components [13], (3) calculating values for each of the three phases, and (4) computing the equivalent phase value of three-phase quantities averaged in an rms manner. This time-consuming classical approach is not the method introduced in this paper.

This paper introduces an instantaneous phasor method that considers three phases simultaneously. This method produces the instantaneous fundamental balanced components of the polluted voltages or currents. Fig. 1 shows three-phase voltages that contain 5% of fundamental magnitude for each order of the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and the 11th harmonics, respectively. Additionally, the voltages have 5% unbalance for all voltage components. A 10% fundamental-frequency zero-sequence component, as well as a 10% fundamental-frequency negative-sequence component are also added to the phase voltages. Furthermore, certain high-frequency pulses arbitrarily given at 5% of a 35th order to represent a possible carrier frequency of power electronic circuits are also included.

II. INSTANTANEOUS PHASORS

1. Instantaneous Phasors of Balanced Fundamental-Frequency Voltages or Currents

It is known that a sinusoidal voltage or current can be represented by a phasor that has an rms amplitude and rotates at its angular frequency speed. The phasor's projection to the axis multiplied by \( \sqrt{2} \) is the instantaneous value of the voltage or current that the phasor represents. For instance, if \( v_a \), \( v_b \), and \( v_c \) are instantaneous phase voltages of a balanced fundamental-frequency supply, they can be obtained from the projections presented by the sine terms in (1),

\[
\begin{align*}
v_a &= \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{\sqrt{2}} \sin(2\pi f t + \varphi_0) , \\
v_b &= \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{\sqrt{2}} \sin(2\pi f t + \varphi_0 - 2\pi / 3) , \\
v_c &= \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{\sqrt{2}} \sin(2\pi f t + \varphi_0 - 4\pi / 3) ,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( V_{\text{max}} = \sqrt{2} \cdot (\text{rms voltage}) \). The \( \sqrt{2} \) has been taken care of by using the peak magnitude, \( V_{\text{max}} \). The fundamental frequency is denoted by \( f \) in Hz, \( t \) is time in seconds, and \( \varphi_0 \) is the initial angle.

If the voltages are not balanced the zero-sequence component for the three-phase voltages is

\[
v_0 = \frac{1}{3} \left( v_a + v_b + v_c \right).
\]

The zero-sequence power is not a favorable component of the three-phase power supply. It adds unbalance to three phases. However, for balanced three-phase voltages or currents the zero-sequence quantity is zero.

The instantaneous phasors' imaginary portion denoted as \( v_{aq}, v_{bq}, \) and \( v_{cq} \) can be derived in a manner similar to (1) but with cosine terms for the orthogonal projections. The result yields

\[
\begin{align*}
v_{aq} &= \frac{v_b - v_c}{\sqrt{3}} , \\
v_{bq} &= \frac{v_c - v_a}{\sqrt{3}} , \quad \text{and} \\
v_{cq} &= \frac{v_a - v_b}{\sqrt{3}} .
\end{align*}
\]

Equation (3) uses the instantaneous line to line voltages that are not affected by zero-sequence component.

The instantaneous phasor can be expressed in either vector or complex-number format. It is arbitrarily

![Fig. 1 An example of polluted three-phase voltages](image-url)
chosen to be expressed in a complex-number format in this paper. The instantaneous phasor consists of a real portion that is the difference of (1) and the zero-sequence value of (2) as well as an imaginary portion from (3). Instantaneous values are used instead of rms values.

Equations (1) and (3) are derived on the basis of that instantaneous phasors of three phases are 120-degree apart from each other. Therefore, the instantaneous phasors given in (4) are 120 degrees apart from each other.

\[
V_a = (v_a - v_0) + jv_{aq}, \\
V_b = (v_b - v_0) + jv_{bq}, \text{ and} \\
V_c = (v_c - v_0) + jv_{cq}.
\]

The instantaneous phasor magnitude, \(V\), of \(V_a\), \(V_b\), and \(V_c\) can be derived from (4), (3), and (2). The result is that

\[
\|V_a\| = \|V_b\| = \|V_c\| = V,
\]

where

\[
V = \frac{2}{3}\sqrt{\frac{(v_a - v_0)^2 + (v_b - v_0)^2 + (v_c - v_0)^2}{3}}.
\]

The meaning of \(V\) can be seen by rearranging equation (6)

\[
V = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \sqrt{\frac{(v_a - v_0)^2 + (v_b - v_0)^2 + (v_c - v_0)^2}{3}}.
\]

It is the equivalent phase magnitude of the three-phase line-to-line voltages averaged in an rms manner.

2. Instantaneous Phasors of Unbalanced Voltages or Currents

The instantaneous phasors obtained from Equations (2) to (7) can also be used for the polluted three-phase voltages or currents that contain harmonics and unbalance. For instance, trajectory of instantaneous phasor \(V_a\) of (4) for the sample voltages given in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2, where the horizontal axis is for the real portion and the vertical axis is for the imaginary portion (or \(x\) and \(y\) axes if one prefers not to use imaginary numbers).

For polluted voltages and currents, the instantaneous phasor trajectory is not a circle, and it is not rotating at a constant speed because of harmonics content and unbalance. The trajectories of phase \(b\) and \(c\) are the same as phase \(a\) except that they are shifted 120 and 240 degrees, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the less complicated shapes of instantaneous phasor trajectories of three phases that contain half negative-sequence component of the full positive-sequence component.

![Fig. 2 Trajectory of instantaneous phasor of phase-a voltage given in Fig. 1](image)

![Fig. 3 Trajectories of instantaneous phasors of three phases that contain half negative-sequence component of the full positive-sequence component.](image)
rotate at a constant fundamental-frequency speed. The following shows a way to use this concept.

III. OBTAINING INSTANTANEOUS FUNDAMENTAL COMPONENTS THROUGH ADJUSTED INSTANTANEOUS PHASOR

1. First cycle (or Start-up period) information

In order to modify the instantaneous phasor, certain first cycle (or start-up period, if user requires more than a cycle time) information described in this section is needed. Subsequent instantaneous data readings will instantaneously either modify or retain the first cycle information.

1.1 Phase Sequence

The phase sequence of supply voltages normally would not be changed during a continuous operation. It is obtained from the first cycle and used throughout the operation. The positive or negative peak magnitudes of each phase voltage are sensed. If the sequence is a-b-c, or b-c-a, or c-a-b the sign=1, otherwise sign=-1.

1.2 Instantaneous Average Magnitude of Phasor

The present instantaneous phasor magnitude is used to adjust the past-cycle average phasor magnitudes so that the average phasor magnitude reflects the immediate harmonic effect is greatly suppressed by the continuously averaging process.

After passing the first cycle, whenever a new instantaneous phasor is acquired the corresponding phasor data of a cycle earlier is dropped. Let N be the number of data taken in a cycle, n is the sequence of data, and \( V_n \) is the nth value of V defined in (6).

When \( 1 \leq n \leq N \)
\[
V_{\text{avg},0} = 0
\]
\[
V_{\text{avg},n} = \frac{V_n}{n} + V_{\text{avg},n-1} \frac{n-1}{n},
\]

Subsequently, when \( n \geq N + 1 \)
\[
V_{\text{avg},n} = \frac{V_n}{N} + V_{\text{avg},n-1} \frac{N-n}{N},
\]

where the sequence number, \( n \), always renews itself to be within the \( 2N \) boundary. For \( n \geq N + 1 \) (i.e., after the first cycle) \( V_{\text{avg},n} \) has the \( V_{\text{avg},n-1} \) value but with adjustment by discarding the oldest data, \( V_{n-N} \), and adding the latest influence of \( V_n \). Therefore, the instantaneous average phasor magnitude, \( V_{\text{avg},n} \), represents the latest equivalent phase magnitude of three-phase line-to-line voltages averaged in an rms manner.

\[
V_{\text{avg}} = V_{\text{avg},n}.
\]

Fig. 4 shows the instantaneous phasor magnitude versus time given in radians for the voltages shown in Fig. 1. The instantaneous average value becomes less fluctuating after the first cycle (i.e., \( 2\pi \) rad).

![Fig. 4 Instantaneous average phasor magnitude, \( V_{\text{ave}} \), versus time given in radians.](image)

In order to minimize data storage size, one possible way is to use a Multiple Access Circular Queue (MACQ) for data flow. A MACQ [14] is a fixed length places information into the MACQ. Once initialized the MACQ is always full. The oldest data is discarded when the newest data is put into it.

2. Adjusted Instantaneous Phasors of Unbalanced Voltages or Currents

The instantaneous phasors of unbalanced voltages given in (4) are adjusted to give balanced phasors.

\[
V_{a\,\text{adj}} = V_a \frac{V_{\text{ave}}}{V},
\]
\[
V_{b\,\text{adj}} = V_b \frac{V_{\text{ave}}}{V}, \quad \text{and}
\]
\[
V_{c\,\text{adj}} = V_c \frac{V_{\text{ave}}}{V}.
\]

The trajectory of adjusted instantaneous phasor, \( V_{a\,\text{adj}} \), corresponding to phase-a voltage, \( v_a \), shown in Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 5. The nearly circular-shaped trajectory reveals that the adjusted magnitude of the instantaneous phasor is close to uniform.

The real value projection of the adjusted instantaneous phasor, \( V_{a\,\text{adj}} \), is shown in Fig. 6. The non-sinusoidal trace is caused by the non-uniformly rotating...
phasor. If the voltage or current contains harmonics, it is possible that the trace may oscillate such as around the vicinity of each fundamental zero crossing point illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6. For situations with relatively high content of high-frequency harmonics, a simple low-pass filter that has very little effect on the fundamental frequency component may help to prevent the high-frequency oscillation signals.

$$V_{a\,\text{adj}} = V_{a\,\text{adj}}\,n-1\left(1 + \frac{2\pi}{N}e^{j\frac{\pi}{2}\left(n+\frac{1}{2}\right)\text{sign}}\right),$$
$$V_{b\,\text{adj}} = V_{b\,\text{adj}}\,n-1\left(1 + \frac{2\pi}{N}e^{j\frac{\pi}{2}\left(n+\frac{1}{2}\right)\text{sign}}\right),$$
$$V_{c\,\text{adj}} = V_{c\,\text{adj}}\,n-1\left(1 + \frac{2\pi}{N}e^{j\frac{\pi}{2}\left(n+\frac{1}{2}\right)\text{sign}}\right),$$

where the term \(\text{sign}\) equals either 1 or -1 that is detected in the first cycle. It dictates the sequence of the instantaneous balanced fundamental-frequency components.

The term \(\frac{2\pi}{N}e^{j\frac{\pi}{2}\left(n+\frac{1}{2}\right)\text{sign}}\) is the fractional change between the newly defined new and old instantaneous phasors, such as \(V_{a\,\text{adj}}\) and \(V_{a\,\text{adj}}\,n-1\) of phase a. \(N\) is the number of data readings per cycle and \(n\) is the data reading sequential number. The fractional change can be simplified to be a real constant and an imaginary constant. For example, if \(N=360\) the fractional change is as simple as \(-1.52 \times 10^{-4} + 0.017j\). Fig. 7 shows that the increment, \(V_{a\,\text{adj}}\,n-1\cdot(\text{fractional change})\), can be understood from the relationship between the phasor as a radius and the increment that is closely equal to a section of periphery. The sum of \(\pi\) of the interior angles of a triangle is also used in the derivation. The angle between the old phasor and the increment is \(\frac{\pi}{2}\frac{\pi}{N}\text{sign}\).

The first phasor right after the first cycle is arbitrarily used as the initial phasor in (11) for this example. Subsequent papers will present the additional rules for selection of the initial and synchronization phasors for severely polluted situations.
IV. COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED THROUGH INSTANTANEOUS PHASOR METHOD AND FOURIER PLUS SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT METHOD

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of balanced fundamental-frequency components of three phases obtained from the new instantaneous phasor method versus the positive sequence component obtained from the traditional Fourier analysis plus symmetrical component method. Neither the raw data used in this example is filtered nor the initial phasor for (11) is regulated. The discrepancy of magnitude comes from the difference between the balanced fundamental-frequency equivalent phase value of three-phase line-to-line voltages averaged in an rms manner and the positive-sequence component. The magnitude ratio is 1.005. The small discrepancy of phase angle comes from the arbitrarily chosen initial phasor.

The discrepancy shown in Fig. 8 is so small that further effort to correct it for most practical situations similar to the case shown in Fig. 1 is unnecessary. However, it should be pointed out that additional rules would be required for the selection of initial and synchronization phasors used in (11) for severely polluted situations. These rules will be discussed in subsequent papers.

Comparison between actual phase voltages and instantaneous balanced fundamental-frequency voltages obtained from the instantaneous phasor method is shown in Fig. 9 for the example of Fig. 1.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new and simple instantaneous phasor method to obtain instantaneous balanced fundamental-frequency of three phase voltages or currents is introduced. The potential applications of this technique are for power quality control and for continuous diagnostics.

The definition of instantaneous phasor is established first. The instantaneous phasor’s magnitude is adjusted to be the instantaneous average phasor magnitude. Phase sequence is obtained from the first cycle. The rotating speed of the phase is forced to remain at a constant fundamental-frequency speed. The initial phasor of (11) can be arbitrarily chosen for most practical cases with a negligible discrepancy. However, rules that will be published in subsequent papers for selection of the initial
and synchronization phasors have to be used for situations with severe unbalance and extremely high harmonics content.
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